Vocabulary Exercise

Test your range of vocabulary with this interactive exercise.

1. One who does not consume alcoholic drinks is a ......................

   drunkard
   teetotaler
   vegan

2. The meeting was .......................... due to bad weather.

   put up
   put off
   put out

3. The practice of having more than one husband
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misogyny
polygamy
polyandry

4. Performance without preparation
verbatim
ex tempore
declamation

5. Action involving destruction of private or public property
blasphemy
vandalism
holocaust
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### 6. The action of speaking sacrilegiously against God

- epicure
- blasphemy
- vandalism

### 7. Good communication skills are essential to put your ideas .................

- through
- across
- over

### 8. The union leaders have ....................... the strike.

- called out
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called on

called off

9. I think he is lying, ...............................?

doesn't he

isn't he

is he

10. It snows in winter, ...............................?

isn't it

doesn't it

does it
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11. Everybody has sanitized their hands, ..........................?

- have they
- haven't they
- hasn't they

12. I couldn’t ................................. what he said.

- figure out
- make off
- pull off

Answers

1. One who does not consume alcoholic drinks is a teetotaler.

2. The meeting was put off due to bad weather.
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3. Polyandry
4. Extempore
5. Vandalism
6. Blasphemy
7. Good communication skills are essential to put your ideas across.
8. The union leaders have called off the strike.
9. I think he is lying, isn’t he?
10. It snows in winter, doesn’t it?
11. Everybody has sanitized their hands, haven’t they?
12. I couldn’t figure out what he said.